7 Habits of
Highly Successful
IT Service Providers
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Habit 1:
Establishing a Metrics-Driven Approach to Running Your Business
Entrepreneurs are inherently intuitive, smart, hard-working and tend to have good instincts—and
when leveraged properly, these attributes can enable someone in this industry to quickly build a
business that generates $1-2 million in revenue. To grow beyond that size, however, creates a new
and different set of challenges.
It quickly becomes impossible to spend all of your time in all of the right places, focusing on the
right objectives and aligning the appropriate resources to the proper areas of your business. Many
businesses at this stage feel like they’re “doing the right things”, but aren’t making progress or
finding the results they’re looking for. Even worse, companies will continue to grow but will do so
with a bad set of fundamental economics in their business—that’s an unhealthy approach and will
eventually lead to negative results.
To overcome these pitfalls, it’s essential to establish the right metrics for your business in order to
understand where you’re successful and where you’re struggling. Identifying the right levers for
growth, profitability and sustainability is critical, as is being judicious and disciplined about how
you leverage data as you work toward managing your business based on these metrics.
As we know from the Service Leadership Index®, virtually all businesses today are performing
these functions to some degree—but they aren’t always executing them properly, and oftentimes
are unable to see the gaps in front of them because they aren’t focused on the core aspects of
their business that matter most.

Habit 2:
Participating in a Peer Group
In addition to having the right aspirations and being willing to do the hard work, the discipline
and training received through participation in a formal peer group is second to none. Peer
groups give us an opportunity to be intellectually honest and transparent about how we’re doing
business, and often lead us to modify our behavior in ways that are immediately beneficial to the
business. It’s in these groups that we learn what we’re doing correctly and where we’re missing
the mark—and the adjustments we make based on those insights can have a very tangible impact.
There are a number of successful peer group organizations in our industry, some of which are
specific to certain vertical industries or market segments. The leaders among them are HTG, TAG,
GAP, The Network Group, CMIT and others, and many of our most successful partners are affiliated
with these organizations.
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Habit 3:
Expanding Sales Beyond Your Personal Network
The demand for IT services in the small and medium business market is so great today that it’s
fairly easy for an ITSP to build a reasonable book of business based on word-of-mouth, referrals
and their own personal networks. This type of “brute force” method can likely enable IT Service
Providers to reach that $1-2 million revenue mark, but after that point growth often plateaus and
the limitations of our immediate networks become clear.
The most successful organizations are those that can develop a commercial capacity to market
and sell their offerings well-outside of their own personal networks. This requires the right sales
methodology, specific and deliberate quota assignments, and an organizational construct which
facilitates clear sales and marketing responsibilities within the business.
A fast-growing, high-performing IT Services business is most often lead by a business owner or
senior leader who is spending a disproportionate amount of their time proactively selling. This
person should expect to spend about 40% of their time selling to net new customers, 40% of their
time focused on customer satisfaction with appropriate upsell and cross-sell opportunities, and
the remaining 20% can focus on other aspects of the business.

Habit 4:
Selling Value and Avoiding Competing on Price (Alone)
Virtually every ITSP has at least one customer they regret winning because they undercut a
competitor on price. The decisions made in the early stages of your relationship with a new
customer set the tone for all future activities and engagements, and if you’re competing on price
alone you’re setting yourself up for frustration and aggravation that will likely lead to you either
losing or leaving that customer.
We’re in an extremely competitive market today, and any customer worth chasing is being chased
by more than just your organization. As such, you need to be able to differentiate and set yourself
apart from the competition through means other than pricing. You need to convey that the value
of your offering is greater than that of any other service provider—and pricing only plays a minor
role in that conversation or proposal.
A third-party reference can make all the difference here, and you should insist that new prospects
speak to one of your references. Through their voice, you can demonstrate the value of the longterm relationships you’ve developed with existing customers. Your focus should be on helping
your prospects eliminate pain points, rather than solely concentrating on reducing the price of
their IT services—and both you and your references can help explain that.
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Habit 5:
Selling to the Business and Revenue-Driving Sides of the House
Selling managed IT services to an administrative or technology audience is very challenging,
but selling to a business-minded audience offers a much clearer pathway and opportunity. A
technical audience will almost always see your services as a cost or expense, something that is
going to take money out of the business—yet those who are on the revenue-driving side of the
house will often better-understand how your services can actually help them improve sales, lead
flow and ultimately revenue.
One you’ve successfully sold to the business audience, then it’s time to focus on the IT team or
any technical resources. The key here is helping them understand how you’ll be making their lives
easier—that you aren’t threatening their work or their job security, but rather acting as an enabler
and empowering them to take on more interesting and strategic work.
Keep in mind also that you’re likely selling to business professionals who have less of an opinion
about the specific technologies you’re discussing and more of an interest in the value being
added to their business. This is where the benefits of selling into certain vertical markets can pay
some significant dividends. Your experiencing in helping a dental practice become more efficient
with scheduling appointments, billing and referrals, for instance, makes you a strategic partner to
the business. Your understanding of their unique needs and challenges comes from the fact that
you have maintained some level of vertical focus in their market.
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Habit 6:
Defining Your Ideal Customer Profile in Targeted
Geographic and Vertical Markets
When building a go-to-market strategy, it’s important to identify how best to optimize your
business across every possible dimension. Some ITSPs pride themselves on diversity, claiming
they’re able to do everything for virtually any prospect—but this approach can actually make it
difficult to define who you really are, and can lead to confusion among customers who can’t
determine if you actually possess the knowledge and expertise needed to support their business.
The better-defined you are, the more you can be “on target” for exactly what a prospect is looking
for. Start by building success in one vertical market and grow your business there—then add
another one, and another—but don’t try to be all things to all industries.
The same principle is true with regard to geographic concentration. Small business IT is local, and
your customers want someone working in their neighborhood. If you’re taking the place of an
in-house skill or resource, then you need to act like it—your customers want you to be nearby and
accessible.
This is also a tremendous benefit to you as the ITSP, as it’s far more efficient to be traveling in a
small concentrated geographic area than across a large one when visiting with your customers
(which you need to do often). Time spent traveling on the road—or worse, on an airplane—just
doesn’t make much sense.
In the mid-1980s, Xerox was in its prime and was dominating the copier industry. The company
was recognized as a top-performing sales organization, and was able to cultivate amazing teams
with top talent and results. Its most successful sales geographies, however, were not large maps
with vertically diverse businesses—in fact, the most successful sales rep was the one who had a
territory of just 22 floors in a lower Manhattan skyscraper comprised solely of financial services
companies.
That sales rep was able to talk the same language, tell the same stories, use the same relevant
references, perform on-site visits quickly and easily, and more—all simply by traveling up and down
the same elevator bank in the same building. He built his small one-person office in that same
elevator bank—a textbook exercise in efficiency and smart selling.
Some markets don’t support this level of concentration in either vertical density or geographic
density – but other than truly remote operations, or very rural areas where there are not a lot of
businesses, you can find these concentrated areas and achieve the results you’re looking for.
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Habit 7:
Choosing Technology Partners Based on TCO—Not Surface Price
As the diversity and complexity of small business IT has changed over the last several years, ITSPs
have been forced to employ a variety of tools and technologies to support the entire service
delivery chain. The days of depending on one just one technology (or one technology partner)
are long gone, and many providers today find themselves with a series of disparate tools and
vendors. It’s very difficult to manage all of these relationships, and it’s very inefficient for your
technical teams to learn how to effectively use all of these different tools to support the various
environments their working in.
Just look at your cost of goods sold on your profit and loss statements. Labor is by far your greatest
expense as payroll should account for 60% - 70% of your COGs. Optimizing and reducing your
labor costs should be your principal objectives, along with increasing the speed and quality of
services you deliver. This has to be factored into your decision around platforms and tools.
The actual cost of a tool has become far less important than the total cost of ownership (TCO)
associated with that tool—which includes things like training your team to become efficient with
it, the need to manage multiple dashboards and glean insights from various screens, and more.
Your team will be most efficient when you’re working with the fewest numbers of partners as
possible, and by having as much information as you can flow into a single portal. By focusing
on forming two or three critical partnerships, you’re not forced to spend your time managing
customers across an overly broad and cumbersome set of technologies and vendors. Looking
beyond price and measuring true TCO is a critical driver of profitability and growth in this market.
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